Abstract -In dynamic systems, it is very difficult to have models with good accuracy that are sufficient to predict the plant behavior in a way that an acceptably controlled performance can be produced. Sometimes even if mathematical models are sufficiently accurate in a way that a good controlled performance can be obtained, long term operation (or even short term in some cases) gradually increases the difference between the plant and its dynamical model. That, in turn, would lead to a degraded performance. It is a common task in industrial applications to recalibrate the control system periodically, as the plant parameters suffer various fluctuations from their original values that were used in designing the control system. The calibration procedure usually requires professional attendance, which adds up to more maintenance costs. Also, the experimental nature of the manual calibration often requires at least part of the plant operations to be halted. Adapted from MRAC framework using PID and fuzzy controller, a modified climbing algorithm was introduced in order to compensate the signal. This simulation was applied in fixed-wing airplane pitch angle in Simulink MATLAB. The result demonstrated that effectiveness of the proposed tuning algorithm and improvement over the initial non-tuned response of the process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the vast and deep complexity of most systems humans encounter in the world, whether physical, economical or any other types of systems, humans tend to build mathematical models for control purposes as simplified as possible in order to simplify the controller design process. That simplification comes with a major flaw, which is a decreased accuracy of system presentation by the model. The effects of this flaw, however, are often not important or of insignificant consideration for the control system. However, sometimes it is effective to a degree of generating a degraded control quality over the system. That is especially present when models encounter even more degradation in quality due to system parameters fluctuation over time due to various operational effects. Adaptive control systems were among the first techniques in automatic control to tackle the problem of parameter fluctuation. Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is one of the most important adaptive techniques in control engineering, as it provides a good view point to thoroughly analyse adaptive systems [1] [2] . It was proved that although process models are often inaccurate, but they are sufficient to provide general knowledge for real-time optimization problem [3] , while real-time optimization problem can be solved iteratively [4] [5] . The tuning operation includes searching for new actuator settings (e.g. gains) to achieve the desired performance [1] . Many optimization algorithms are available, but most of these algorithms are not suitable for real-time tuning due to several reasons such as time consuming calculation or the algorithm's inability to provide a transitional solution until a satisfactory solution is found [6] . Obviously, the latter is essential for real-time operation. Instead of relying on manual calibration, this research proposes an automatic tuning scheme and algorithm specifically designed for control systems to deal with model inaccuracies and parameter fluctuations during real time operation without the need to halt plant operation.
II. CONTROL PARADIGM
Similar to adaptive control technique, the strategy of this study is to achieve a real time tuning mechanism using a tuning algorithm that require a simple and quick calculations. Inspired by Model Reference Adaptive Control System (MRAC) [7] [8], the error function is generated by comparing the actual system response with desired reference response before tune the system controller if required as shown in Figure 1 . The desired reference response is to be used as the response that process should replicate when a set point change occurs. The model controller design should yields the required result from simulated system. Therefore, a simulated system consisting of the process model and its feedback controller would run in parallel with the actual process. Any set-point change to the actual process system would be fed in the simulated process model system. The output response of the simulated process model system is considered the desired reference response.
The error function generates the error signal after comparing the desired reference and the process response in a period that covers both transient response to the experimental step input change, as well as a steady state response. If the error signal is smaller than the maximum allowed error, then tuning is not needed. If the error signal is larger than the maximum allowed error, then tuning is needed. This is also done after each tuning iteration. If the error signal becomes smaller than the maximum allowed error after making a tuning pass over all the tuneable parameters, tuning will stop. Otherwise, tuning will continue. The error function can be the average value of the errors measured over a specified period of time, or it can be the summation of those error values or any other suitable function.
If a value substitution happened (when finding a better value for one of the variables), the movement amount for each other variable is reset to the minimum, which is the offset value. This is to make sure that the algorithm would search the neighbourhoods of the best values of variables again when any change happens to one of them in order to find the best possible values for them; since they could be strongly related to each other dynamically. This procedure should be repeated until the error becomes less than the maximum allowed error. Then, the tuning will be stopped until the error fluctuates outside the allowed margins again. The model controller can be of any type.
III. MODIFIED HILL CLIMBING (MHC) ALGORITHAM
The properties of MHC are uses very simple calculations, inherited from hill climbing and dealing with controller variables one at a time to overcome the tuning task in a systematic and procedural approach, without the need for randomness in candidates' selection which nullifies the ability to tune the controller based on the dynamic relation between the controller variables [9] [10] . Besides that, the algorithm is not tied to a specific type of controller and can use any heuristic tuning method [11] .Furthermore the modified algorithm still has an ability to promote transitional solutions until a satisfactory solution can be found [12] . It has been prolonged by repeatedly compares last candidate performance with the last best available solution performance.
The main concept of MHC's suggested is to keep exploring the neighbourhood of the current best solution and keep moving candidates further from the best solution in both directions alternately (moving towards a bigger and a smaller value for each variable, one variable at a time), even if the surrounding candidates yield a degraded quality, until a satisfactory solution is found after searching for best values to all the elements of the controller. This is done by changing one variable at a time and testing the system by applying a testing step input iteratively [4] .
Instead of moving in one direction when searching for new candidates in classic hill climbing (the direction of the best neighbourhood of starting position), and keep moving until no further improvement in the fitness function is met, searching in the proposed algorithm would keep moving alternately between two directions and will not stop at maxima points. The searching for new candidates would stop when fitness (error function result) achieves the designer's requirements.
Assumed that a function has a single variable parameter is required to be tuned in order to achieve certain function fitness. It is also assumed that an arbitrary starting value of "a" is assigned to the variable parameter, which gives a fitness value of "1", as demonstrated in Figure 2 . It is also assumed that the performance would be acceptable if fitness is equal or greater than "4", and therefore, tuning will stop if a fitness value of "4" or greater is reached, regardless if that value is the best value possible or not. The controller designed and MHC were applied to a fixed wing airplanemodel using Simulink MATLAB software. The fixed wing airplane system represented a complex 3 rd order SISO process that usually requires a vast amount of analytical analysis and experimentation to achieve fine-tuned performance. This model uses airplane pitch angle only, represents a small part of dynamics system by changing the elevator deflection angle as shown in Figure 3 [13] [14] [ [15] . It is assumed that no effect on the speed of the airplane. The transfer function for FWA pitch angle with changes in the elevator deflection angle is [13] .
Searching
The transfer function above demonstrates that it has a pole on origin in s-plane. This pole should guarantee zero study state error to step set-point change. However, the closed loop transfer function moves that pole away from the origin and brings it towards the zero close to it with gain increase. Consequently, oscillation and large overshooting result. Therefore, the strategy is to concentrate on fighting these oscillations and overshoot as much as possible while generating the desired reference response. For that, the study used PID and fuzzy controllers to generate the desired reference response before tuning by MHC algorithm.
The PID controller used in this case is the parallel standard three term form using Ziegler-Nichols tuning method, and then fine-tuned heuristically. The fuzzy controller used to generate the desired reference response was constructed with two inputs, which were error and change in error. Both laid on five triangular membership functions. Those membership functions were condensed towards the middle to improve transient response and reduce overshoot, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4 The controller output was interpreted using five triangular membership functions that were tuned by manual heuristics to achieve good performance as shown in Figure 5 . 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a result, the tuning algorithm was successful in steering the process response to act in a similar way to the desired reference response, reducing overshoot significantly as depicted in Figure 6 . The tuned response fixed well to the desired reference response as well as response speed was also improved. The process PID parameters obtained values of 2.5 for proportional gain, 0.85 for integral gain and 0.9 for derivative gain as final values after tuning. Via PID controller with basic hill climbing, the improvements were achieved but the response is lacking comparatively. Fig. 6 . Fixed wing airplane pitch response with desired reference response generated using PID As seen in Figure 7 , the reduction in overshoot difference to the desired reference response of the error. It is clear that the major difference between the non-tuned initial process response and the desired reference response is the very high overshoot. By reducing that overshoot, the response fell in the allowed error margins, leading to finishing the tuning procedure according to the tuning algorithm. Fig.7 . Fixed wing airplane pitch angle error signal before and after tuning when using PID to generate the desired reference response Differently in fuzzy controller, the basic hill climbing tuned response gave a quick rise time but on the expense of very poor overshoot and settling time performance. After tuning with MHC, the process response followed the desired reference response but a small late maximum overshoot occurred after 13.5 seconds. That small overshoot did not go out of steady state margins. The response reaches steady state even before meeting the set point (rise time). Therefore, the response was deemed acceptable, especially since the average error was within the allowed error margins. Figure 8 shows the response to a 5 degree step set-point change. The final tuned parameters of the process fuzzy controller were 2.45 for proportional gain, 2.1 for integral gain and 3.8 for derivative gain. The error plot shown in Figure 9 below shows the reduction in the overshoot from the initial process response to the final tuned response. The late error, due to the small late overshoot, can also be observed. However, that error was deemed acceptable, since the average error signal calculated by the error function is less than the maximum allowed error. The late error is actually appearing, and then decreasing gradually, all while staying in the steady state margin. The progress after tuning with MHC algorithm shows that it is a very big improvement in overshoot and settling time as shown in Table 3 . All performance indexes indicate the superiority of the proposed modified hill climbing algorithm over the basic hill climbing. Due to system complexity, the search space for parameters' values could be incorporating multiple local maximum points. This would explain why the basic hill climbing failed thoroughly in all performance indexes, especially in the fuzzy case.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it shows that the results that approve the effectiveness of the proposed tuning algorithm. The tuned response remained highly related to the shape of the desired reference response. The responses of the process after using a fuzzy model controller gave better overshoot minimization than when using a PID model controller and the system entered a steady state quickly. However, that came on the expense of a late small overshoot. The overshoot occurred due to straining the system dynamics, in order to deal with the initial overshoot. That overshoot was within steady state margins, and it was decaying slowly. Therefore, it was considered acceptable. Both cases were an improvement over the initial non-tuned response of the process.
